AMA Plans Service

AMA keeps you inspired by offering more than 18,000 plans with the AMA Plans Service. Are you looking for your next build? Read more to revisit the top 10 plans from October 2015.

Technical Problems Happen

In the world of electric flight, many things are connected to make our aircraft fly and operate the way they are supposed to. Read more to learn some of the common mistakes you might overlook!

Radio Programming Basics

Today's model fliers have many great choices for radio equipment, and this article can help you understand the features available in most RC transmitters. Read more to learn how these features affect a model's flying characteristics!

Our community

Carl Goldberg

In his 72 years of life, Carl Goldberg held many titles. Read more to learn about this accomplished modeler and designer!

New products

Horizon Hobby HobbyZone Champ S+ RTF

This aircraft is equipped with SAFE Plus technology, making it perfect for beginner pilots. Read more to learn about the lightweight Champ!